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ABSTRACT
e recently introduced Multi-Objective Gene-pool Optimal Mixing
Evolutionary Algorithm (MO-GOMEA) exhibits excellent scalabil-
ity in solving a wide range of challenging discrete multi-objective
optimization problems. In this paper, we address scalability issues
in solving multi-objective optimization problems with continuous
variables by introducing the Multi-Objective Real-Valued GOMEA
(MO-RV-GOMEA), which combines MO-GOMEA with aspects of
the multi-objective estimation-of-distribution algorithm known as
MAMaLGaM. MO-RV-GOMEA exploits linkage structure in opti-
mization problems by performing distribution estimation, adapta-
tion, and sampling as well as solution mixing based on an explicitly-
dened linkage model. Such a linkage model can be dened a priori
when some problem-specic knowledge is available, or it can be
learned from the population. e scalability of MO-RV-GOMEA
using dierent linkage models is compared to the state-of-the-art
multi-objective evolutionary algorithms NSGA-II and MAMaLGaM
on a wide range of benchmark problems. MO-RV-GOMEA is found
to retain the excellent scalability of MO-GOMEA through the suc-
cessful exploitation of linkage structure, scaling substantially beer
than NSGA-II and MAMaLGaM. is scalability is even further
improved when partial evaluations are possible, achieving strongly
sub-linear scalability in terms of the number of evaluations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Oentimes in evolutionary computation, only a Black-Box Opti-
mization (BBO) seing is considered. is means that virtually no
knowledge of the optimization problem is available to the algo-
rithm. For multi-objective optimization the well-known NSGA-II
[5] was introduced with univariate variation operators that vary
each variable independently. As a consequence, NSGA-II is unable
to eciently solve problems with strongly dependent variables
[10]. Given the nature of multi-objective optimization with multi-
ple, conicting objectives that could all be a source of dependencies
between variables, having the ability to eciently and eectively
exploit such dependencies may oen be important. Previously, the
discrete Multi-Objective Gene-pool Optimal Mixing Evolutionary
Algorithm (MO-GOMEA) [10] was found to be successful at exploit-
ing linkage structure by using an explicit linkage model, consisting
of linkage sets that each describe a set of dependent variables and
by separately applying variation jointly to variables in each of the
linkage sets. Knowledge of such dependencies, also called linkage
in EAs, must be discovered during optimization in a BBO seing,
but may also be (roughly) available a priori, in case more is known
and understood about the problem at hand. We refer to such situa-
tions as a Gray-Box Optimization (GBO) seing. Specically, we
dene the GBO seing as one where ecient partial evaluations
are possible, enabling the ecient re-evaluation of the objective
values of a solution aer only a subset of its variables is modied.
is leads to a further substantial improvement of the performance
of MO-GOMEA, because its variation operation modies many
subsets of variables of solutions, aer which the objective values
of these solutions can thus be updated eciently. Note that the
possibility of ecient partial evaluations does however not mean
that a problem is easy or even decomposable.
It is such properties that are key strengths of algorithms in the
GOMEA family, including MO-GOMEA. Previously however, all
members of the GOMEA family addressed problems with discrete
variables only. Here, we set out to expand this research line to in-
clude real-valued variables. e specic goal being able to eciently
deal with typical aspects of real-valued problem landscapes while
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maintaining the strengths of MO-GOMEA. To do so, we introduce
the Multi-Objective Real-Valued GOMEA (MO-RV-GOMEA), which
combines the strengths of MO-GOMEA and the Multi-Objective
Adapted Maximum-Likelihood Gaussian Model Iterated Density-
Estimation Evolutionary Algorithm (MAMaLGaM) [1].
2 DEPENDENCIES INTRODUCED BY
MULTI-OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION
Even in the simplest, completely dimension-wise decomposable
multi-objective problems, dependencies between problem variables
can arise. Due to the conicting nature of objectives, the directions
of improvement between objectives are very likely conicting. Be-
cause of this, performing one-dimensional movements of solutions
will rarely lead to solutions that dominate previously existing ones.
Joint multi-dimensional movements of solutions through the pa-
rameter space are therefore required to nd dominating solutions.
Such movements are therefore benecial to eciency of ob-
taining a Pareto front with a good coverage of the optimal Pareto
front, but they require a more complex model than a univariately
factorized one.
 0
 1
 0  1
x 1
x0
Figure 1: Arbitrary solution (in purple) to the 2-dimensional
genMED problem, with areas of improvement shaded in
black, and the optimal Pareto set marked by a red line.
We illustrate the above in Figure 1, which displays an instance
of the convex genMED problem with two problem variables, i.e.,
` = 2, dened as follows:
f дenMED1 (x ) =
1
2
*.,(x 0 − 1)2 +
`−1∑
i=1
x 2i
+/-
f дenMED2 (x ) =
1
2
*.,x 20 + (x 1 − 1)2 +
`−1∑
i=2
x 2i
+/-
e rst objective of this problem is a solution’s distance to the
point (1, 0), and the second objective is the distance to the point
(0, 1). An arbitrary solution is denoted by a purple circle, and its
areas of improvement in either objective are marked in a black
paern, with the area of domination being the overlapping area of
the two shaded areas. e optimal Pareto front is denoted by a red
line. Note that the individual objectives are completely dimension-
wise decomposable and improvements may be found by changing
either variable independently. We see that domination of the point
marked in purple requires the simultaneous adaptation of both x0
and x1, because the directions of improvement of both objectives
are naturally conicting. Note that the optimal Pareto front can
still be reached by univariate variation (i.e., move le or up), how-
ever, especially considering that in an EA there are multiple such
MO-RV-GOMEA //population P size n; number of clusters q
1 NISpop ← t ← 0
2 for i ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,n − 1} do
3 x ← InitializeAndEvaluateSolution()
4 P ← P ∪ {x }
5 A ← UpdateElitistArchive(A,x )
5 while ¬TerminationCriteriaSatisfied do
6 t ← t + 1
7 for x ∈ P do
8 improved[x]← False
9 S ← NonDominationTruncationSelection(P, bτnc)
10 C ← {C0,C1, . . . ,Cq−1} ← PerformClustering(S,nc )
11 {CP0 ,CP1 , . . . ,CPq−1} ← AssignClusterIndexForPopulation(P,C )
12 for Ck ∈ C do
13 FCk = {F0, F1, . . . , Fm−1} ← LearnLinkage(Ck )
14 NCk = {NF0 ,NF1 , . . . ,NFm−1 } ← EstimateParameters(FCk ,Ck )
15 CopyElitistSolutionsToPopulation(A,CPk , bτ |CPk |c)
16 for Ck ∈ C do
17 for Fj ∈ FCk do
18 for x ∈ CPk do
19 x ← PerformPartialVariation(x , Fj ,NFj )
20 cmultiplierFj ,Ck ← AdaptDistributionMultiplier(c
multiplier
Fj ,Ck )
21 UpdateElitistArchive(A,P)
22 for x ∈ {x i | x i ∈ CPk , i = 0, 1, . . . , b 12τ |CPk |c} do
23 x ← ApplyAnticipatedMeanShift(x )
24 for x ∈ P do
25 if improved[x] then
26 NIS[x]← 0
27 else
28 NIS[x]← NIS[x] + 1
29 if NIS[x] > NISmax then
30 x ← PerformForcedImprovement(x )
Figure 2: Pseudo-code for MO-RV-GOMEA.
solutions progressing toward the Pareto front, being able to jointly
vary x0 and x1 and thus exploit this dependency, could therefore
be benecial to the optimization of this problem.
3 REAL-VALUED MO-GOMEA DESIGN
MO-RV-GOMEA maintains a populationP of n potential solutions,
and an elitist archive A according the implementation in [9] to
keep track of non-dominated solutions, because elitism is known
to be benecial to convergence [7]. e initial population consists
of n randomly generated solutions (in the BBO case). e following
steps are iterated until any termination criterion is satised (e.g.,
computing budget is spent or a Pareto front of sucient quality
is found). First, truncation selection is performed to select a set
S of bτnc, τ ∈ [1/n, 1], solutions from the current population P
that are ranked the best aer non-dominated sorting [5]. Second,
the selection set S is then clustered into q equal-sized clusters
Ck ’s. ird, a linkage model is learned for each cluster. Normal
distribution parameters are then estimated for each linkage set
of each cluster, which are used by the main variation operator to
sample new partial solutions. e outline of MO-RV-GOMEA is
displayed in pseudo-code in Figure 2 and the details of each step
are presented in the following.
3.1 Clustering
At every generation, clustering is performed, because this is nec-
essary to nd a good spread of solutions across the entire optimal
Pareto front [11]. e selection set S is partitioned into q equal-
sized clusters Ck ’s by an ecient leader-based clustering procedure
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as follows. All distances considered are in Euclidean objective space,
where each objective value is scaled by dividing by the range be-
tween the minimum and maximum value of the objective in the pop-
ulation. First, for each of m objectives, a so-called single-objective
cluster is created that contains the nc = 2q |S | solutions having the
best objective value in this objective. Single-objective clusters are
aimed at directing the far ends of the Pareto front outward. Second,
to construct the q −m remaining clusters, leader solutions that are
far apart from each other in the objective space are heuristically se-
lected fromS as in [1]. Next, these leaders become the initial means
of the q−m clusters, from which they are expanded to include other
nearby solutions in S until each cluster contains exactly nc solu-
tions, resulting in a set of equal-sized clusters where neighboring
clusters can overlap. Such overlapping reduces the chance that
some solutions are not included in any cluster, thereby decreasing
the probability of nding a Pareto-front consisting of disconnected
chunks, because the search eort is focused into separate clusters.
Cluster registration [1] is then applied to re-assign the cluster
indices such that the cluster indexed k is the cluster in generation
t that is closest to the cluster indexed k in generation t − 1. Such
explicit registration is required to properly compute the direction
of improvement for each cluster, in the form of the Anticipated
Mean Shi (AMS) that accelerates search toward the regions where
Pareto-optimal solutions are potentially located (see Section 3.5).
Because MO-RV-GOMEA does not create an entire ospring
solution each time, but adapts each existing solution in the popula-
tion through a series of partial variations, each population solution
ultimately needs to be assigned to exactly one appropriate cluster
so that the linkage model of that cluster can be used for perform-
ing variation. us, P must be partitioned into q non-overlapping
clusters CPk ’s. First, to assure that each population cluster CPk has
a minimum size of nc solutions, nc rounds are performed in which
for each cluster, considered in a random order, the solution that
is closest to this cluster’s mean and is yet unassigned, is assigned
to this cluster. For the remaining population solutions that do not
belong to any CPk , each solution is assigned to the cluster CPk that
has the shortest distance to the cluster mean.
Having several of the current best non-dominated solutions in
the population can benet performance [1]. To this end, each elitist
archive solution is associated with its nearest cluster CPk based
to the cluster means. For each cluster CPk , at most nk = bτ |CPk |c
of the most-dominated solutions are replaced by elitist solutions
associated with CPk . If the number of associated elitist solutions is
more than nk , then nk elitist solutions that are far apart from each
other can be chosen by the same leader-selecting heuristic as used
above, from [1].
3.2 Distribution and Linkage Learning
Similar to the discrete (MO-)GOMEA [3, 10], the MO-RV-GOMEA
employs the general Family Of Subset (FOS) linkage model to de-
scribe the linkage structure of a problem. Let L = {0, 1, . . . , ` − 1}
be the set of all ` problem variable indices. A FOS F is wrien as
{F0, F1, . . . , F |F |−1}where Fj ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , `−1}, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , |F |−
1}. A FOS F is thus a set of subsets of L. Each subset Fj represents
a linkage set of variables that are considered to exhibit some de-
gree of dependency. Variables in such a linkage set should thus be
jointly considered when performing variation to generate ospring
solutions.
If all problem variables are independent from each other, the
univariate FOS can be used, in which all linkage sets contain a
single variable index, i.e., F = {Fj = {j} | j = 0, 1, . . . , ` − 1}. e
most commonly used form of FOS in the discrete (MO-)GOMEA
is the linkage tree (LT) [3, 10]. An LT FOS F has 2` − 1 linkage
sets, in which ` linkage sets are singleton sets like in the univariate
FOS. e remaining linkage sets are constructed in such a way that
any multivariate linkage set Fi is the result of merging two other
linkage sets Fj and Fk , Fj ∩ Fk = ∅, |Fj | < |Fi |, |Fk | < |Fi |, and
Fj ∪ Fk = Fi . e two constituent linkage sets Fj and Fk will then
not be considered for further merging. is merging procedure
stops when a linkage set containing all variables, i.e., the set L itself,
is created. e LT FOS thus allows hierarchical dependencies to
be modeled, ranging from univariate all-independence to full all-
dependence. A similarity/distance metric is required here to give
priority to pairs of linkage sets that are strongly related to each other.
Problem-specic information or expert knowledge, if available as
in GBO, can be exploited to develop such a metric and the LT FOS
can be learned once, oine, before (MO-RV-)GOMEA is run. For
BBO, a viable option to measure similarity between linkage sets
of (continuous) variables is based on Mutual Information (MI). For
real-valued variables and using the normal distribution, MI can be
derived from the sample Pearson correlation coecient r [8], which
can be estimated from the population’s candidate solutions in each
generation. Learning LTs can be eciently done by the Unweighted
Pair Grouping Method with Arithmetic-mean (UPGMA) for which
an optimal implementation exists that has O (`2) time complexity,
given a pairwise distance matrix [6]. To compute this matrix based
on MI from the population costs O (n`2), however.
For multi-objective optimization, solutions that are far from each
other on the Pareto-optimal front may bear lile resemblance as
they excel in dierent objectives. Similarly, the landscape in these
regions may have very dierent dependency structures. erefore,
if problem-specic knowledge is not available, a separate FOS is
learned from the solutions in each cluster.
Aer learning FOS models, values of solution variables in each
linkage set Fj of each cluster’s FOS F are then modeled by a (multi-
variate) Gaussian distribution NFj , the parameters of which can be
estimated with Maximum Likelihood (ML) [13] over the cluster’s
solutions, as displayed in Figure 3. More specically, let the cluster
Ck be the sample data, then the mean vector µFj ,Ck and the co-
variance matrix ΣFj ,Ck , i.e., the parameters of NFj , are estimated
by the sample average and sample covariance matrix, respectively.
3.3 Performing Partial Variation
Similar to continuous Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs)
such as AMaLGaM and CMA-ES, MO-RV-GOMEA samples the esti-
mated distributions to create ospring solutions. However, instead
of generating an entire solution each time, we here integrate the
mechanism of partial variation from the Gene-pool Optimal Mixing
(GOM) operator of the discrete (MO-)GOMEA [3, 10]. Specically,
in each cluster CPk , linkage sets F
j
Ck are iteratively considered in a
random order. For each linkage set, the corresponding multivariate
Gaussian distribution NFj is sampled |CPk | times to alter all existing
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EstimateParameters(FCk ,Ck )
1 N ← {}
2 for Fj ∈ FCk do
3 µˆ ← 1|Ck |
∑ |Ck |−1
i=0 (Ck (i ) )Fj
4 Σˆ← 1|Ck |
∑ |Ck |−1
i=0 ((Ck (i ) )Fj − µˆ) ((Ck (i ) )Fj − µˆ)T
5 µˆ (Fj ,Ck ) (t ) ← µˆ
6 µˆshif t
(Fj ,Ck ) (t ) ← µˆ (Fj ,Ck ) (t ) − µˆ (Fj ,Ck ) (t − 1)
7 Σˆ(Fj ,Ck ) (t ) ← c
multiplier
Fj ,Ck Σˆ
8 L(Fj ,Ck )L
∗
(Fj ,Ck ) ← CholeskyDecomposition(Σˆ(Fj ,Ck ) (t ))
9 N ← N ∪ {NFj (µˆ (Fj ,Ck ) (t ), Σˆ(Fj ,Ck ) (t ))}
10 return(N )
Figure 3: Estimating parameters of normal distributions.
PerformPartialVariation(x , Fj ,Ck )
1 b ← x
2 yFj ← SampleDistribution(NFj (µˆ (Fj ,Ck ) , Σˆ(Fj ,Ck ) ))
3 if x ∈ {x i | x i ∈ Ck , i = 0, 1, . . . , b 12τ |Ck |c} do
4 yFj ← yFj + cmultiplier(Fj ,Ck ) δ
AMSµˆshift
(Fj ,Ck ) (t )
5 xFj ← yFj
6 EvaluateSolution(x )
7 if x  b and IsDominatedByArchive(A,x )
8 xFj ← bFj
9 else
10 improved[x]← True
11 return(x )
Figure 4: Performing linkage set-based variation.
solutions in the cluster at the indices indicated by Fj . Letv = Fj , a
|v |-dimensional vector can be randomly drawn from a multivariate
Gaussian distribution N (µv , Σv ) as µv + Lv (z0, z1, . . . , z |v |−1),
where zi is a single-dimensional random variable following stan-
dard normal distribution N (0, 1) and Lv is the lower triangular ma-
trix resulting from the Cholesky decomposition of the covariance
matrix Σv , i.e., LvL∗v = Σv . For each partially-altered solution x ,
the changes are accepted if such changes result in a new solution
that dominates the old one or if the new solution is a non-dominated
solution (compared to the elitist archive). Otherwise, x reverts to its
previous state. If x is part of a single-objective cluster, the changes
are accepted if they lead to an improved objective value for the
objective that this cluster is focused on, and reverted otherwise. Be-
fore evaluating objective values, a random subset of size b 12τ |CPk |c,
of these partially-altered solutions are further modied by applying
AMS to bias the search eort toward the direction where Pareto im-
provements happen (see Section 3.5). Figure 4 shows pseudo-code
for performing linkage set-based partial variation.
While the discrete (MO-)GOMEA evolves each existing solution
x through a series of partial variations to iteratively construct a
single ospring solution at a time, each partial variation (associ-
ated with a linkage set Fj ) in MO-RV-GOMEA is performed on all
solutions in the cluster before moving to the next linkage set. Inter-
changing these loops is required to quantify the improvements that
are brought about in the cluster by performing variation for linkage
set Fj . ese improvements are used to adjust the correspond-
ing multiplier that adaptively controls the range of exploration
(see Sections 3.2 and 3.4) and the AMS movement in the problem
dimensions indicated by Fj (see Section 3.5).
e capability of performing partial variation matches with the
possibility of doing partial evaluations. Overall eciency can be
AdaptDistributionMultiplier(cmultiplierFj ,Ck )
1 if ElitistArchiveCanBeImproved(A,CPk ) then
2 NISpop ← 0
3 if cmultiplierFj ,Ck < 1.0 then c
multiplier
Fj ,Ck ← 1.0
4 SDR← ComputeStandardDeviationRatio(Fj ,CPk )
5 if SDR > θSDR then cmultiplierFj ,Ck ← η
inccmultiplierFj ,Ck
6 else
7 if cmultiplierFj ,Ck > 1.0 or NIS
pop ≥ NISmax then
8 cmultiplierFj ,Ck ← η
deccmultiplierFj ,Ck
9 if cmultiplierFj ,Ck < 1.0 and NIS
pop < NISmax then cmultiplierFj ,Ck ← 1.0
10 return(cmultiplierFj ,Ck )
ComputeStandardDeviationRatio(Fj ,CPk )
1 nimp ← 0; SDR← 0.0
2 for x ∈ CPk do
3 if ElitistArchiveCanBeImproved(A,x ) then
4 nimp ← nimp + 1
5 if |Fj | = 1 then
6 SDR← SDR + (xFj − µˆ (Fj ,Ck ) )/σˆ(Fj ,Ck ) )
7 else
8 SDR← SDR + max
0≤i< |Fj |
{|(L−1
(Fj ,Ck ) (xFj − µˆ (Fj ,Ck ) ))i |}
9 if nimp > 0 then SDR← SDR/nimp
10 return(SDR)
Figure 5: Adapting distribution multipliers.
substantially improved if the objective (and/or constraint) functions
allow such local changes to be evaluated eciently.
3.4 Adapting Distribution Multipliers
Similar to MAMaLGaM [1], MO-RV-GOMEA employs distribution
multipliers to scale the variance of Gaussian distributions adap-
tively according to optimization progress (i.e., Adaptive Variance
Scaling (AVS) according to the Standard Deviation Ratio (SDR)).
MO-RV-GOMEA estimates a separate Gaussian distribution NFj
for each linkage set Fj in the linkage model FCk of each clusterCk . To counter the variance-diminishing eect of selection when
needed, the covariance matrix is scaled by a distribution multiplier
cmultiplierFj ,Ck , which is adapted according to improvements achieved
by mixing with Fj in Ck . Pseudocode for this procedure is displayed
in Figure 5. If improvements, on average, happen far away from the
cluster mean at a distance of more than one standard deviation, i.e.,
SDR > θSDR = 1, the variance should thus be increased by scaling
the multiplier with some ηinc > 1. Further variance enlargement is
not required if most improvements happen near the cluster mean.
If no improvements are found, the exploration range might be
too large to be eective and should thus be narrowed by decreasing
the distribution multiplier by a factor ηdec ∈ (0, 1). If the distri-
bution multiplier is at its neutral value of 1, no further decrease
is allowed, i.e., the search distribution then operates at the nor-
mal modus of a maximum-likelihood Gaussian EDA. However, if a
suciently large number of generations (at least the maximum No-
Improvement Stretch NISmax) has passed without improvements,
a distribution multiplier with a value lower than 1 is allowed, en-
abling the distribution to converge to a fully contracted state. Here,
MO-RV-GOMEA adopts the same SDR parameter values as in [1],
which gave good results, i.e., ηdec = 0.9,ηinc = 1/ηdec. e thresh-
old NISmax is empirically determined as 2+ (25+ `)/(m + 1), where
` is the number of variables and m is the number of objectives.
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ApplyAnticipatedMeanShift(x )
1 b ← x
2 δAMS ← 2.0
3 x ← x + δAMS · µˆshift
(Ck ) (t )
4 EvaluateSolution(x )
5 if x  b or ¬IsDominatedByArchive(A,x ) then
6 improved[x]← True
7 else x ← b
8 return(x )
Figure 6: Applying AMS.
3.5 Applying AMS
Similar to MAMaLGaM [1], MO-RV-GOMEA employs AMS to in-
crease search eort in the direction of improvement (i.e., toward
the Pareto-optimal front). In each cluster, the AMS is computed as
the dierence between the cluster mean of this generation and that
of the previous generation, i.e., µˆshiftCk (t ) = µˆCk (t ) − µˆCk (t − 1).
anks to cluster registration, cluster indexed k in generation t is
the cluster that is closest to cluster indexed k in generation t − 1,
thus allowing the AMS to be properly computed between pairs of
corresponding clusters in subsequent generations.
During partial variation for all solutions in a cluster CPk by us-
ing a linkage set Fj and its corresponding Gaussian distribution
NFj , a number, specically b 12τ |CPk |c, of these newly (partially-)
altered solutions are further moved in the direction of the AMS
along the dimensions indicated by linkage set Fj , i.e., xFj ← xFj +
cmultiplierFj ,Ck δ
AMSµˆshiftCk (t ). e distribution multiplier c
multiplier
Fj ,Ck is
employed here to accelerate the movement of solutions in the di-
rection of AMS because the size of the multiplier relates to whether
performing variation at variables indicated by Fj results in improve-
ments far away from the cluster mean. e value δAMS = 2 was
previously shown to give good results [1].
It is possible that not all dependency structures are captured by
the linkage model, potentially deteriorating the eciency of the
search. To address this problem, a second round of AMS is invoked
aer all sampling procedures are completed in each cluster. For
each cluster, b 12τ |CPk |c solutions are moved in the direction of the
AMS along all dimensions (instead of only the ones associated with
the variables in a certain linkage set), i.e., x ← x + δAMSµˆshiftCk (t ).
Since all variables are considered at the same time, the distribution
multipliers cmultiplierFj ,Ck ’s of linkage sets are not used here. Figure 4
shows how AMS is applied during partial variations and Figure 6
shows pseudo-code for the second round of AMS.
3.6 Performing Forced Improvements
MO-RV-GOMEA adapts the Forced Improvements (FI) procedure
of discrete (MO-)GOMEA [3, 10] for the context of continuous opti-
mization. If a solution x has not yielded any Pareto improvement in
a stretch of consecutive generations NIS[x] that exceeds the thresh-
old NISmax, the FI procedure is invoked to move x in the direction of
the current best found solutions (i.e., elitist archive solutions). First,
the cluster CPk that x belongs to is specied. Second, among the
elitist archive solutions associated with cluster CPk (see Section 3.1),
the one that is nearest to the cluster mean is chosen as the donor
solutiond . en, the linkage sets in the cluster’s linkage model FCk
are traversed. For each linkage set Fj , x is moved in the direction
PerformForcedImprovement(x )
1 b ← x ; k ← cluster[x]; α ← 0.5
2 d ← FindElitistSolutionNearestToCentroidOfCluster(Ck )
3 while α > 0.05 do
4 for Fj ∈ FCk do
5 xFj ← αxFj + (1 − α )dFj
6 EvaluateSolution(x )
7 if x  b then
8 improved[x]← True
9 break all loops
10 else x ← b
11 α ← 0.5α
12 if ¬improved[x] then x ← d
13 return(x )
Figure 7: Performing Forced Improvements.
resulting from a linear combination of x and d along the dimen-
sions indicated by Fj , i.e., xFj ← αxFj + (1 − α )dFj ., where α is
the combination coecient. If this partially-altered x (Pareto) dom-
inates the original solution, the changes are accepted. Otherwise,
x reverts to its original state. At any moment, when acceptance
occurs, FI will be terminated to prevent premature convergence due
to excessive bias toward elitist archive solutions. Dierent values
for α are tried to move closer to d . If FI cannot (Pareto) improve x ,
then x will be replaced by d , i.e., x ← d . e associated NIS[x] is
reset to 0, preventing FI from being applied to x again in the next
generation. Similarly, when elitist solutions are copied from the
archive to replace some solutions in each cluster (see Section 3.1),
the associated NIS’s of the replaced solutions should be reset to 0 as
well. Note that MO-RV-GOMEA keeps track of an overall NISpop
for the whole population to adapt the distribution multipliers and
multiple individual NIS[x]’s, one for each candidate solution x , to
trigger the FI procedure. Figure 7 shows pseudo-code for FI.
4 SCALABILITY BENCHMARKS
4.1 Benchmark Problems
A set of well-known benchmark problems is used, consisting of the
ZDT1, ZDT3, ZDT6 problems [4], and the convex genMED problem.
We also introduce the Sum of Rotated Ellipsoid Blocks (SoREB)
problem, for which one objective has tight interdependencies within
blocks of a constant number of consecutive variables. All tested
benchmark problems consist of two objectives.
Both objectives of the genMED problem are entirely dimension-
wise decomposable. is makes the problem very simple, but we use
this problem to show that exploiting dependencies between problem
variables can be helpful in multi-objective optimization, even when
the individual objectives are dimension-wise decomposable. e
genMED problem was formally dened in Section 2.
We select three of the well-known ZDT functions with dierent
properties. e ZDT1 problem is the easiest of this selection, and its
optimal Pareto front is convex. is problem is dened as follows:
f ZDT10 (x ) = x 0
f ZDT11 (x ) = д (x ) · h (f ZDT10 (x ), д (x ))
д (x ) = 1 + 9
` − 1
`−1∑
i=1
x i
h (f (x ), д (x )) = 1 −
√
f (x )
д (x )
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e ZDT3 problem is characterized by its discontinuous optimal
Pareto front, and is dened as follows:
f ZDT30 (x ) = x 0
f ZDT31 (x ) = д (x ) · h (f ZDT30 (x ), д (x ))
д (x ) = 1 + 9
` − 1
`−1∑
i=1
x i
h (f (x ), д (x )) = 1 −
√
f (x )
д (x )
− f (x )
д (x )
sin (10pi f (x ))
e last of our selection is the ZDT6 problem, which has a con-
cave optimal Pareto front. e ZDT6 problem is dened as follows:
f ZDT60 (x ) = 1 − exp (−4x 0) sin (6pix 0)6
f ZDT61 (x ) = д (x ) · h (f ZDT60 (x ), д (x ))
д (x ) = 1 + 9 *.,
`−1∑
i=1
x i
` − 1
+/-
1
4
h (f (x ), д (x )) = 1 −
(
f (x )
д (x )
)2
Finally, we introduce the SoREB problem. e rst objective is
simply the rst dimension, and the second objective is the sum of
rotated ellipsoid functions, where each rotated ellipsoid function is
applied to a block of k consecutive variables. e rotation function
Rθ (x ) applies a counter-clockwise rotation around the origin with
an angle θ to x . When a non-trivial rotation is applied to each
ellipsoid block, strong interdependencies exist within each block of
k variables, but no dependencies exist between variables in dierent
blocks. Specically, we use blocks of size k = 5 and a rotation angle
θ = 45°.
f SoREB1 (x ) = x 0
f SoREB2 (x , k ) =
(`−1)/k∑
i=0
[
fellipsoid
(
Rθ
( [
x ki+1, . . . , x k (i+1)
] )
, k
)]
fellipsoid (x ) =
`−1∑
i=0
[
10
6i
`−1 x 2i
]
4.2 Setup of Experiments
For each problem and each problem size, 30 independent runs of
each algorithm are performed. All algorithms are implemented
in C, and the source code of MO-RV-GOMEA is available on the
homepage of the last author. All runs are performed using an ‘AMD
Opteron Processor 6386 SE’ CPU.
We use the following linkage models in MO-RV-GOMEA: Uni-
variate (Uni), Linkage Tree (LT), and Bounded Fixed Linkage Tree
(BFLT). In the BFLT model, the maximum size of each linkage set
was bounded to the non-trivial size of 100, and the LT was learned
based on a distance metric. A completely random distance metric
was used for the genMED and ZDT problems, while for the SoREB
problem a random low distance was assigned to all pairs of variables
within the same block, and a random high distance was assigned to
all pairs of variables in dierent blocks. Due to the distance metric
requiring problem-specic knowledge, the BFLT model can only
fairly be used in GBO. Ecient partial evaluations on each GBO
benchmark problem were used in MO-RV-GOMEA, with the partial
evaluation of k modied variables being counted as k/` evaluations
on the genMED and all ZDT problems. On the SoREB problem, the
modication of any variable requires the re-evaluation of its entire
block, with the re-evaluation of any block of 5 being counted as
5/` evaluations.
e scalability of MO-RV-GOMEA using all introduced linkage
models is compared to NSGA-II, MAMaLGaM using the univariate
(MAMaLGaM-Uni), and non-factorized (MAMaLGaM-Full) linkage
models. e parameters of MO-RV-GOMEA and MAMaLGaM are
set according the guidelines discussed in this paper.
To avoid excessive tuning of the population size parameter, an in-
terleaved multistart scheme, which we shall refer to as IMS, inspired
by [12] is used. is scheme interleaves generations of multiple
instances of an EA, performing 1 generation of an instance with
population size 2n for each cIMS generations of an instance with
population size n. For each increment of the population size by a
factor 2, the number of clusters is incremented by 1. e initial
instance of an EA starts with a population size nbase and qbase clus-
ters, which are typically chosen to be small. Specically, we use
cIMS = 8, qbase = m + 1, and nbase = 10 · qbase. Instances with
small populations can be terminated when they are regarded to
be of worse quality than instances with a larger population. We
terminate an instance if its population, and each instance with a
smaller population, each contribute less than 10% to the complete
set of rank-0 solutions. is set of rank-0 solutions is a Pareto set
that consists of all solutions in any non-terminated population that
are not dominated by any solution in any other population.
For a notion of Pareto front quality, we use the DPF→S metric
[2]. is metric describes the mean distance from each point in
PF to their nearest neighbor in a given approximation front S. A
run of any algorithm is considered successful when aDPF→S from
the elitist archive to a selection of 5000 points on the optimal Pareto
front smaller than 0.001 is reached within the one hour time limit.
For the SoREB problem, the population is initialized uniformly
in the range [−115,−110]` . is range is far away from the global
optimum, which makes the problem increasingly dicult to opti-
mize if only a univariate operator is used. For all other problems,
the population is initialized uniformly in the range [0, 1]` . All ZDT
problems are constrained to the range [0, 1]` , and the rst param-
eter of the SoREB problem is constrained to the range [0, 1]. e
remaining problems are unconstrained. Boundary repair is used
when a variable value is outside the feasible range of the prob-
lem, meaning that the value is set to its nearest feasible value. A
maximum elitist archive size of 1000 was used for each algorithm.
4.3 Results of Experiments
e observed scalability of all considered algorithms in terms of
time and evaluations required to solve the benchmark problems is
shown in Figure 8. In the following we discuss our ndings.
4.3.1 GBO. In GBO, MO-RV-GOMEA performs and scales bet-
ter than both MAMaLGaM and NSGA-II in terms of time and re-
quired number of evaluations on all considered benchmark prob-
lems when an appropriate linkage model is used. On all ZDT prob-
lems, MO-RV-GOMEA with the BFLT model performed the best,
but was only a constant factor beer than MO-RV-GOMEA with
the univariate model. is does indicate that, even though the
ZDT problems are completely dimension-wise decomposable, it
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is indeed benecial to consider linkage structure, as discussed in
Section 2. For the ZDT problems with low dimensionality, the LT
model performed approximately as good or even beer than the
univariate and BFLT models. However, for larger dimensional prob-
lems, the LT scales clearly worse. is is partially caused by the
elitist archive, which is updated aer applying one linkage set to the
entire population in GOM. Moreover, when using the full LT, full
covariance matrices are estimated and decomposed for sampling,
which is far more expensive in terms of computational overhead
than is for instance the case for the univariate operators used by
default in NSGA-II. Another issue is the required population size
for the full LT to work well, which is quite a bit larger than the
population size that is started from in the IMS. is is a direct con-
sequence of using AMaLGaM mechanisms for each FOS element.
As a consequence, scalability could be improved by starting the
IMS from a larger initial population size for larger dimensional
problems in case of using a full LT. We aim to explore this eect
further in future research.
On the genMED problem, the BFLT performed best, but it was
approximately as good as the univariate and LT models. Finally,
NSGA-II and univariate MAMaLGaM were unable to solve the
SoREB problem within the time limit for any problem dimension-
ality. is is because it is very dicult for EAs with univariate
operators to optimize highly-dependent problems, especially when
the parameters are initialized far away from their globally optimal
value. e univariate MO-RV-GOMEA performed slightly beer,
and was able to solve the SoREB problem with low dimensionality,
but poor scalability is clearly observed. Conversely, excellent scala-
bility is achieved by MO-RV-GOMEA when the BFLT model is used,
because this model can eciently exploit the linkage structure of
the highly-dependent blocks of variables of the SoREB problem,
while avoiding the large overhead caused by using a non-factorized
(full) linkage set. In terms of (discounted) evaluations, strongly sub-
linear scalability is observed, even on problems where the individual
objectives are not univariately decomposable, such as SoREB.
4.3.2 BBO. In this seing, MO-RV-GOMEA performs beer
than NSGA-II and MAMaLGaM on all benchmark problems in
terms of time when an appropriate linkage model is used. e LT
model performs very well, seeing as MO-RV-GOMEA with the LT
model performs beer than all other algorithms on the genMED,
ZDT6, and SoREB problems in terms of evaluations. Also in BBO it
is thus benecial to consider linkage structure if a degree of decom-
posability exists. However, for similar reasons as mentioned for the
GBO seing, for larger dimensionalities, the scalability of MO-RV-
GOMEA when using the full LT starts to become worse, especially
in terms of actual computation time. Finally, MO-RV-GOMEA per-
forms slightly worse than NSGA-II on the ZDT3 problem, but scales
beer and is expected to perform beer for higher-dimensional
problems. Even though no ecient partial evaluations can be per-
formed in BBO, MO-RV-GOMEA still performs very well, and the
LT has been observed to be a very general and competent model.
5 CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced MO-RV-GOMEA, which uses an explicitly de-
ned linkage model to exploit linkage structure of multi-objective
real-valued optimization problems. Aligning the linkage model
with the problem structure can be done through the application of
linkage learning on the population, or by using problem-specic
knowledge to dene a linkage model a priori. When the linkage
model is roughly aligned with the problem structure, substantial
improvement gains are possible due to the variation operator of
MO-RV-GOMEA, which incrementally improves parts of solutions
that are considered dependent by the linkage model. We have
compared the scalability of MO-RV-GOMEA to the state-of-the-art
algorithms NSGA-II and MAMaLGaM on a set of well-known bench-
mark problems that are to some degree decomposable. In a BBO
seing, MO-RV-GOMEA performs substantially beer than NSGA-
II and MAMaLGaM in terms of time, and is sometimes beer and
sometimes worse in terms of the required number of evaluations.
When ecient partial evaluations are possible, MO-RV-GOMEA
scales substantially beer than MAMaLGaM and NSGA-II, achiev-
ing sublinear scalability in terms of the number of evaluations on
all tested benchmark problems. Moreover, NSGA-II has large di-
culty solving optimization problems when the initialization range
of the population is far away from the global optimum, even for
very low-dimensional problems, whereas this is no problem for
MO-RV-GOMEA. We conclude that MO-RV-GOMEA is a promis-
ing new EA for BBO when an appropriate linkage model is used,
with the univariate model being the simplest model and the LT
model being the most general. Moreover, considering optimization
problems in the seing that we were at the outset primarily inter-
ested in, i.e., the GBO case where ecient partial evaluations are
possible, MO-RV-GOMEA really excels, achieving even strongly
sublinear scalability in the required number of evaluations on a set
of well-known benchmark problems.
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Figure 8: Medians and interdecile ranges of all experiments with each data point being the median of 30 successful runs.
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